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There is a movement! A movement that not only
is very stylish and eye catching, but also
encouragingto ethnic women! So Natural Queens
and Princesses, time to get real! This book is a quick
basic guide of what going natural is all about! Enjoy
and remember to keep it REAL!

be.natu’REAL
by Bria Mason
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Bria Mason
Bria Mason is a Natural who plans on staying natural.
She has been natural since the 6th grade when her
hair started to break off because of a relaxer she had
gotten. Bria inspires to be help new naturals with the
understanding of their beauty without having to relax
their hair. Bria is also a sohmore graphic design major
that is attending Delaware College of Art and Design.
She plans to work toward her bachelors degree at
Corcoran College of Art and Design.

The Vloggers
Naptural85

Taren Guy

Chime Edwards

Mocha Kid

tarenguy.com

naptural85.com
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chimeedwards.com

mochakidmagazine.com
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About
The
Vlogs
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Don’t settle for average.
Bring your best to the
moment. Then,
whether it fails or
succeds, at least
you know you gave
all you had. We need
to live the best that’s in
us.” -Angela Bassett
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Now we get to the natural hair bloggers. We will not be using the word “Gurus”
because it seems to be a strong word, especially when everyone has different hair
and different ways to take care of their hair. So, when it comes to your own hair,
checking out hair bloggers is very helpful, especially if you are a new natural and
are trying to get the hang of you hair.
But be mindful of the fact that everyone’s hair is different, so everyone is going to
need different amounts of moisture, some are going to find certain products work
for the blogger but not for you. This is whee YOU have to become a hair expert on
YOUR hair. But the following hair bloggers give helpful tips for almost every kind
of natural!
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Looking to go natural? Or are you already natural but looking for
deeper understanding of being natural and what to do with your hair?
You are in luck! Natural Queens and princesses, whether you are a new
natural, a seasoned natural, or even just looking to become natural, this
guide bookwill give you the basics of why and how to become natural
or maintaning your natural!
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Why?
&
How?

Top Products
•

As I Am .........................................................

•

Shea Mouisture .......................................

•

Cantu .................................................................

•

Mixed Chicks .........................................

•

Miss Jessie’s .........................................
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Other Products
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•

Water

•

Olive Oil

•

Coconut Oil

•

Jojoba Oil

“You can write me down in history
with hateful, twisted lies, you can
tread me in this dirt, but still, like
dust, I’ll rise.” -Maya Angelou

Avoid These Chemicals
•

•

PEG (polyethylene glycol):
strips the hair from its natural
oils which leads to dryness

Although it may be to figure out why and how to go natural, fear no more!
Here are a few ways and tips of why to go natural and staying natural!
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•

Mineral Oil & Petrolatum:
coats the hair and makes it
greasy, but does NOT moisturize

•

DEA (diethanolamine)
MEA (momoethnanolamine)
TEA (triethanolamine):
causes skin cancer

this kind of alcohol WILL
dry your hair out

Why should I go natural?, How do I go natural? So many women ask these
questions when they are deciding to quit the “creamy crack” or in other words,
stop getting relaxers and embrace their natural hair.
The journey of becoming a Natural Queen can spark many emotions in the
beginning stages and also in later stages as well. Going natural basically is
getting rid of all of the chemicals and formulas used to mask and damage
your natural hair state.

Isopropyl Alchohol:
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Why?
Hair Growth: Without heat and
relaxers, hair gets a break and
begins to grow.
Be Versitile: Style as many wasy
as you like so far as it is using less
to no heat.
Be YOU: You will find that
the more you come into you hair
and get to know your texture, you
will come up with new styles for
yourself, which will make you
even more unique!
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Hair
Products
“It’s time for you to move, realizing that the thing
you are seeking is also seeking you.” -Iyanla Vanzant
When picking the right hair products, you have to be aware of what kind of hair
you have before you go out and buy. Some Natural Queens even make their own
DIY (Do It Yourself) products. While coming to the point of making your own
products, you must be well aquainted with your hair.
Once you have come to the conclusion of the kind of hair you have, whether it is
dry, oily, kinky or a straighter pattern etc., then you can begin to look for the kind
of hair products you would like to use!
If you are a new natural, here are some products that are very well known, and
also provide the ingredients you need to keep your hair moisturized, voulmized,
beautified and not to mention, HEALTHY!
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Get Active: Miss being able to
take a cool dip in the pool on a
hot, sunny day? Hate when your
hair frizz up from the humidity
in the Summer heat or exercise?
Fear no more! Your new natural
hair will keep up with all the
activities that you wish you could
do with relaxed hair.

Ditch Chemicals: When none of these
harsh chemicals that are in relaxers
are on your head anymore, there
will be a dramatic change in the
thickness of your hair!
Boost Confidence: From the
compliments you get, to the
understanding of your own hair
and realizing that your not the only
beautiful Natural Queen or Princess!
Love Yourself: Through out all of
the critisim that African American
women gets from society, natural hair
and embracing your own natural
beauty helps to give you that
confidence that is hard to ignore!
Look Younger: Although if you are
already young this does not apply
to you, BUT being a Natural Queen
as no age! Natural hair is known to
make women look younger!

How?
Big Chop: If you hair is damaged
from a relaxer, thin and bittle at the
ends, this means that a big chop is
needed! Hair does not grow or is
healthy when it is holding on to old
and damaged hair.

Trim When Needed: Trimming the
ends of your hair when it begins to
grow, helps your hair stay strong.
BUT only trim when the ends are
beginning to split or starts to get
lighter and thinner.

Moisturize Daily: By moisturizing hair
daily with oil or water, helps the hair
to stay strong and hydrated, which
stops hair from breaking at the
ends!

No Wool: Wool coats, wool scarfs,
wool hats, all dry out your hair and
will eventually snap at your ends
without you realizing. Silk and satin
are more delicate fabrics which also
are healthy for your hair!
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Protective
Styles

Benefits
•

More time: No more
rushing!

•

Hair Growth: Low manipulation of the hair
and protection

•

Softness: Keeps hair
soft

•

Protection: : Protects
ends from breakage
due to extreme weather
conditions
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Style: Really CUTE!

Take Care
• Short Period:Leave •
protective style in
for no longer than
4-5 weeks.

Styles
Twist Outs

• Moisturize: Mois turize hair with oil
while protected
• Be Gentle: Do not
pull the edges
• Size matter: So
keep braids or
twists at a reason
able size

•

Buns

•

Chunky Braids
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• Breather: Give you
hair a breather! Do
not do protective
styling too much
or your hair may
become weak.
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“You don’t become what
you want; you become what you,
you believe.” -Oprah Winfrey
Protective styling on natural hair is easier than many may believe. As all Natural
Queens know, when we take that step to be natural, a lot of our time is consumed
in our hair. Natural hair is high maintenance, especially when our hands are in our
heads every few minutes of the day. Protective styling is ideal for our hair when
trying to achieve healthy, low manipulated and long hair.
Now, there are some naturals who do not like to wear their hair in protective
hairstyles, especially once their hair once their hair starts to grow long and
luxuriously. BUT! There are many beautiful and fun protective styles that will
suit almost every natural Queen or Princess!
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